
Reading comprehension is a product of 2 factors: 
word recognition and language comprehension 
(Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990). This paper 
focuses on word recognition and how we learn 
to read words in order to comprehend texts. It 
presupposes that students have learned the most 
common letter-sound correspondences (see 
Appendix). It also addresses the issue of how we 
teach ‘sight words’.

Key factors underpinning 
word recognition
Three key factors underpin word recognition: 
phonological awareness, decoding, and sight 
recognition of familiar words. These factors are 
interrelated and interdependent. As these 3 factors 
become increasingly automatic, students become 
skilled readers, providing their comprehension of 
language is adequate (Scarborough, 2001).

Phonological and phonemic 
awareness
Learning to read depends on phonological awareness. 
Students need to have proficient and automatic 
access to the sounds in spoken words and be able 
to manipulate these sounds in various ways. The 
basic skills of phoneme blending and segmentation 
(eg c-a-t blends to /cat/) are developed during 
the first 2 years of school and these will help 
students with their phonic decoding. The more 
advanced skills of phoneme manipulation (deleting, 
substituting and reversing phonemes in words) 
continue to develop during years 2 and 3. 

These advanced phonological skills are needed 
for efficient orthographic mapping, which is  
defined as ‘the process readers use to store 
written words for immediate, effortless retrieval’. 

‘It is the means by which readers turn unfamiliar written 
words into familiar, instantaneously accessible sight  
words’ (Kilpatrick, 2015:81). To help your students achieve  
this level of automaticity, Heggerty’s (2020) scripted 
lessons or Kilpatrick’s (2016) one minute activities  
are useful.

c-a-t
/cat/
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Decoding
Decoding can refer to phonetic analysis, or to 
instant recognition of words, or to using the context 
to guess the word (Kilpatrick, 2015). In this paper, the 
term ‘decoding’ refers to the phonetic analysis that 
students need to do when faced with unfamiliar 
words. Letter-sound knowledge is critical in this 
process (Ehri, 1998). 

Phonic decoding is not the same as orthographic 
mapping, although they both require letter-sound 
proficiency. Phonic decoding is a strategy for 
identifying unfamiliar words by going from print 
to sound. This requires phonological blending or 
synthesis skills. This is why your synthetic phonics 
program is so important.

Sight recognition
To recognise words instantly, a connection-forming 
process needs to occur. This requires:

• letter-sound knowledge

• the ability to manipulate phonemes

• storage of letter strings and words in the student’s 
phonological long-term memory. 

Reading words requires visual input. However, words 
are stored phonologically, not visually. In order for 
this to happen, students need to interact with the 
graphemes and phonemes. Sometimes students 
struggle to slowly sound out letters and blend the 
sounds together to form words but this process 
is essential for building an orthographic map. The 
phonic decoding process is important if students 
are to gain sight recognition of familiar words. 

Orthographic mapping is ‘the process readers use 
to store written words for immediate, effortless 
retrieval’ (Kilpatrick, 2015:81). This occurs through 
frequent interactive engagement with sounds and 
print, requiring both phonemic awareness and 
analytical skills. In essence, orthographic mapping 
is the reverse of phonic decoding, as it goes from 
sound to print, but also back again.

Figure 1: Phonic decoding and orthographic mapping

How word reading and 
conventional spelling 
develops
Through phonic decoding, students gain insight 
into the alphabetic principle of English: letters 
correspond to sounds. This starts to be reflected  
in their writing, eg MT for ‘empty’.

Once students have mastered the common English 
letter-sound correspondences, they can use the 
letters to form letter strings and come to a general 
understanding that some letter sequences are not  
permissible in English (eg ngzi, brnta or triple letters  
such as feeel). They also learn to recognise permissible 
letter strings as units (eg ing, and, ed) and common 
rimes such as at, ot, ut, amp, ump. This leads on to 
storing whole words as units. 

In essence, all familiar words can become ‘sight 
words’ in that they are instantly recognised as 
soon as they are seen.

Figure 2 (see page 3) illustrates how words are stored 
in our long-term memories, centring around our  
phonological memory. When we see the orthography 
of a word that we know, it triggers our phonological 
memory and gradually builds multiple connections 
in our semantic memory.
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Phonic decoding print  —>    sound

Orthographic mapping sound  —>    print

but also

sound  <—>    print
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Orthographic Phonological Semantic

pair

pear

pare

same sound • a set of 2 things

• a fruit

• to trim off something

ring same sound • a small circular band

• call someone on the telephone

• sound made by a bell

• place where a contest occurs (eg boxing)

wind sound depends on 
meaning and context

• current of air

• breath or ability to breath

• to turn or cause something to move

lead sound depends on 
meaning and context

• first place

• guide or take control

• plastic covered wire

• chemical element

Figure 2: Storing words in long-term memory
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Building word-specific knowledge
Students practise their reading skills by reading words  
in sentences. Initially, they practise with decodable 
texts in order to consolidate their letter-sound 
correspondence knowledge. At first, the focus is on 
the grapheme to phoneme conversion rather than 
the meaning of words (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon & 

Ziegler, 2001; Coltheart, 2006). It is a slow and inefficient  
process. However, with extensive practise, students 
build up their orthographic knowledge and add to  
the store of words in their phonological and semantic 
memories. Words and word parts eventually become 
integrated into their orthographic mapping system 
and they can instantly recognise whole words and 
the building blocks for words (meaningful letter 
strings). Recognising familiar words as units made 
up of meaningful letter strings, or schema, frees up  
space in the student’s working memory to attend to 
unfamiliar words. 

Once a word has become orthographically mapped, 
skilled readers perceive every letter in that word 
simultaneously and activate the pronunciation of  
that word automatically as a unit (Seidenberg, 2017). 
When they come to an unfamiliar word, they 
use their knowledge of grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences to work out how to pronounce 
the word. 

Once students have consolidated their letter-sound 
correspondence knowledge, they will start reading 
texts containing some unfamiliar words. By paying 
attention to the letters in unfamiliar words, students 
use their decoding, recoding and contextual skills 
to work out the word. For example, the student 
may be unfamiliar with the word roof. However, by 
reading the sentence, ‘It was so hot you could fry an 
egg on the roof of the car’, students will learn /roof/ 
is the way we write the word roof. They only have 
to meet this word a few times in other texts (eg ‘The 
roof of the first little pig’s house was made of straw. 
The roof of the next little pig’s house was made 
of sticks …’) and the once unfamiliar word, roof, is 
orthographically mapped into their memory. Share 
(1995, 1999) called this the self-teaching hypothesis 
and has tested it out empirically in various research 
studies. Basically, students need to read more texts 
to map more words orthographically.

As Dr Seuss said, ‘The more that you read, the 
more things you will know. The more that you 
learn, the more places you’ll go’ (Dr Seuss, 2003).
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Teaching word recognition
Phonic decoding is the gateway to sight word 
learning. As students encounter new words and 
sound them out, either silently or orally, they are 
paying attention to the internal structure of written 
words and storing the letter sequences in their 
phonological long-term memory. 

The same orthographic mapping process is used 
for regular and irregular words. However, irregular 
words, such as was or island, require more analysis 
and attention than regular words like stop or best.  
Readers make a phonological framework, or schema, 
based on the regular letter-sound correspondences 
and then make a mental note of the irregular 
element. For example, in was it is only the letter a 
that is irregular in that it makes a short /ŏ/ sound. 
In the word island, the letter s is silent and so the 
reader notes that the s is not pronounced but it is 
needed when spelling the word. Most English words 
have only one irregularity.

In a systematic synthetic phonics approach, students  
will need to read some words that use grapheme-
phoneme correspondences that they have not yet  
mastered. This is because frequently occurring 
words, such as of or you or that, are used in their 

decodable readers in order to construct meaningful 
sentences. The and a will require specific attention 
because they occur in the earliest readers. Your 
decodable readers will indicate which words need 
special attention, either by listing them or colour-
coding them. Focus on those first so that your 
students can successfully practise their reading 
skills. Frequent, spaced practise will assist students 
to move these words into their long-term memory.

About one-third of words written in English 
appear with high-frequency (the, of, and, a, 
to, in, is, you, that, it, he, was, for, on, are, 
as, with, his, they, I, at, be, this, have, from) 
(Collins Dictionaries, 2014). It is worth making sure 
students master them. 

Some of these are fully decodable. Others can be 
grouped into clusters, as they share letter patterns 
with other words. The Oxford wordlist, common in 
many South Australian schools, has grouped the  
500 most frequently used words in this way (Bayetto, 

2019). This resource will help students build their 
orthographic map, provided it is aligned with your  
synthetic phonics program and not used in isolation.
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Explicitly teaching a high-frequency word

Teacher: Today we are learning the most common English word – the. Let’s look at it. We can name 
the letters – T-H-E. Can you say the? Your turn.

Students: the

Teacher: I will say the, spell the and then get you to spell it after me. The, T-H-E, the. Your turn.

Students: the, T-H-E, the

Teacher: Good job! The word the is an interesting word because of the sounds of the letters in the 
word. The first part (teacher circles the th of the word the), T and H (teacher says names of letters) 
work together to make this sound (teacher says the sound – which is not the common unvoiced /th/ 
sound as in /think/ but a voiced sound). Can you say the beginning sound in the? Your turn.

Students: th (teacher checks by scanning across the group. The teacher may also call on individual 
students at this point to say the sound).

Teacher: Good job! Let’s look at the second part of the word the (circles the e part of the word the).  
In the word the, the letter E makes a very short sound (teacher demonstrates – this is the schwa 
sound, a very common vowel sound in English). It is not the short /ĕ/ sound as in /pĕg/ (teacher may 
sound out and blend the word). It is not the long /ē/ as in /mē/ (teacher may sound out and blend the 
word). In the word the, the letter E makes the very short sound (teacher demonstrates). Let’s practise 
this sound (teacher points to the letter E and says the sound). Your turn.

The lesson continues with students saying the schwa /e/ sound and then blending the 2 parts together 
to make the word the. This lesson may need to be repeated with a small group of students until all 
students master the word. Big book reading could be incorporated in future lessons with students 
spotting the word the during or before reading the page to or with the class.
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Conclusion
Learning to read words requires:

1 the systematic, explicit teaching of grapheme-
phoneme correspondences

2 the ability to manipulate phonemes

3 the explicit teaching of the ‘tricky’ bits in words 
– tricky for the student’s stage of reading 
development

4 frequent, spaced practise of the common English 
letter patterns and words in order to develop 
orthographic mapping

5 time to practise reading decodable texts, 
remembering some students need more time 
than others to build their orthographic map

6 time to read books containing some unfamiliar 
words so that students can ‘self-teach’ using their 
phonetic decoding skills.

‘Learning to read is not natural or easy for 
most children. Reading is an acquired skill’ 
(Moats, 1999:10). Learning to read words is one 
important part of reading comprehension 
but it is ‘language knowledge and language 
proficiency [that] differentiates good and poor 
students’ (idem, p 17). 

Teachers need to read to their students, and talk 
about literature and texts, as well as teaching them 
how to read words.

Potentially, all words are sight words but it takes 
explicit teaching, frequent practise, and time spent 
reading and developing oral language to firmly 
embed words into an orthographic map. Reading 
changes your brain. And reading changes your life, 
when you learn to read well.
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Appendix

Letter-sound learning
Students need to recognise the letters in the English 
alphabet, both upper case and lower case, and also 
learn to write them. This is based on matching visual 
memory with phonological memory. Students learn 
letters using paired-associate learning, eg see the 
letter ‘a’ and say the name of the letter (/ā/) and the 
most common sound /ă/, as in ăpple. This takes 
hundreds of exposures to letters to reach automatic 
retrieval. Poor recognition of letters is most likely 
related to difficulty with phonological retrieval of 
letter sounds and names.

Order for learning letters

• Teaching sounds in alphabetical order is not 
efficient (although learning alphabetical order 
is important for other tasks such as using a 
dictionary).

• Phonic programs have their own sequence for 
introducing letters based on principles such as:

– introducing the most useful letters first (eg s,  
a, t, p, i, n)

– separating letters that are visually or auditorily 
similar (ie do not teach b, p, d or q close together)

– introducing lower case letters before upper 
case (eg the Carnine order teaches lower case  
letters before the upper case letters that need  
special attention – amtsifdroglhucbnkvewjpy 
TLMFDINARHGBxqzJEQ) (Carnine, Silbert, Kame’enui 

& Tarver, 2010).

• Teach the 26 letter names first. This makes it easier 
to learn the letter-sound correspondences.

• Simplest names of letters to learn are: O, B, A, C, 
S, X, P, E, T, H, M, K, R (Phillips, Piasta, Anthony, Lonigan 

& Francis, 2012) and the first initial of the student’s 
own name.

• It is harder to learn the names of letters when 
the sound comes second (eg f, l, m, n, r, s, and x 
as the sound comes after a vowel sound – ef, el, 
em, en, ar, es, and ex).

• The hardest letter names to learn do not have 
the sound in their name (eg h, w, and y) but they 
are easier to learn if students have mastered the 
easier letter names.

• Teach the most common letter-sound 
correspondences before those used less often.

Methods for learning letters

Provide multiple exposures

• Aim for automatic, effortless retrieval of letter 
names and sounds.

• Use a pointer – students say sound/s –  
random order.

• Do this several times throughout the day.

• Use flash cards and multi-sensory methods.

• Point out the visual features of letters.

Multi-sensory learning

• Make letters with modelling clay.

• Trace letters on the pavement.

• Draw letters in shaving cream.

• Paint letters with finger paints.

• Cover upper-case and lower-case letters.

Teach a small set of letters at a time

• Once a small set of letters have been mastered, 
add new letters.

• Keep reinforcing the previous letters.

Teach letter sounds using embedded 
mnemonic letters

• Students learn letters more quickly if the keyword 
has a picture drawn in the shape of the letter it is 
representing (eg s is for snake).

• Search the internet for alphabet embedded picture  
mnemonics if your phonics program does not 
include them.
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Resources
Bayetto A (2019) Oxford wordlist teaching clusters, 
available at http://TLinSA.2.vu/OxfordClusters 

Heggerty M (2020) Phonemic awareness: the skills 
that they need to help them succeed (3 versions – 
Kindergarten, Foundation & Primary), Queensland: 
Literacy Resources

Kilpatrick DA (2016) Equipped for Reading Success: A 
comprehensive, step-by-step program for developing 
phonemic awareness and fluent word recognition, 
Syracuse, NY: Casey & Kirsch Publishers
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